
NEWSLETTER   
TO THE COMMUNITY
CKPC Petrochemical 
Facility Connection

You are receiving this newsletter because you are near the CKPC Petrochemical 
Facility Connection and we want your input.

November 2019 NEW
PROJECT
IN YOUR AREA
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CKPC Petrochemical Facility 
Connection

The proposed CKPC Petrochemical Facility Connection project 
is located in Sturgeon County, north of the City of Fort 
Saskatchewan and west of the North Saskatchewan River. The 
project is required to connect CKPC’s proposed petrochemical 
facility to the electric system. If approved, the project involves:

• building a new substation (to be called Canakuwa Substation)

• building approximately three to five kilomteres of new 240 
kilovolt (kV) transmission lines between the Canakuwa 
Substation and the existing 942L transmission line

• modifying the existing 942L transmission line to 
accommodate the connection of the new transmission line

We are starting to develop a new transmission project in your 
area – the CKPC Petrochemical Facility Connection – and we want 
your input.

Canada Kuwait Petrochemical Corporation (CKPC) has requested 
a connection to the transmission system for their proposed 
petrochemical facility. AltaLink is proposing to construct 
a new substation and transmission line to connect CKPC’s 
proposed facility to the electric system. The new substation and 
transmission line will be constructed, operated and maintained 
by AltaLink. For more information about CKPC's project, please 
contact them directly. Their contact information is on the back of 
this newsletter.

To help you understand what we’re proposing to do, this 
newsletter includes: 
• project details
• information about how you can provide your input
• project schedule
• maps of the proposed development

If you have any questions regarding the need for this 
project, please contact the AESO directly at  
stakeholder.relations@aeso.ca or 1.888.866.2959

IMPORTANT

Please note: The lines in the map above represent 
several potential route and structure options. If the 
project is approved only one route will be built. Refer to 
the enclosed maps for a more detailed view of where the 
line may be located in your area.

Project details
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DEFINITIONS

Transmission
Transmission lines make up Alberta’s electric 
highway, linking the places where power is 
generated to where power is used. Transmission 
lines transport large amounts of power over long 
distances across the province. The transmission 
system connects diverse sources of power 
generation.

Substation
Substations are the connection points between 
power lines of varying voltages and contain 
equipment that controls and protects the flow of 
power. Substations include transformers that 
step up and step down the voltage so power can 
be transmitted through transmission lines or 
distributed to your community through 
distribution lines.

Kilovolt (kV)
A kilovolt is equal to one thousand volts and is 
commonly used when describing transmission 
and distribution lines. AltaLink’s transmission 
lines range from 69 kV (69,000 volts) to 500 kV 
(500,000 volts). Light bulbs typically range from 
120 to 300 volts.

Transformers
Transformers step down the voltage in a 
substation so power can be distributed safely to 
your community through distribution lines. 
Transformers also step up the voltage so power 
can be transmitted through transmission lines.

Circuit breakers
Circuit breakers are electrical switches inside a 
substation that protect substation 
equipment.Circuit breakers help ensure the 
safety and reliability of the electric system.

Control building
Control buildings house electrical equipment 
such as controls, batteries and meters and 
ensure electrical equipment is protected.

Telecommunications tower
Telecommunications towers support equipment 
that transmits data to our system control centre. 
This allows us to monitor the operation of the 
electric system and ensure we provide safe and 
reliable power to our customers.

Substation requirements

The proposed new Canakuwa Substation will be located inside CKPC’s 
petrochemical facility, located in NE-11-56-22-W4. The substation fenceline 
will be approximately 90 by 85 metres and will be located on land owned 
by CKPC. The substation will include the following major equipment:

• two transformers
• four circuit breakers
• one new control building

A telecommunications tower may also be required within the new 
substation, depending on the route that is built for the new transmission 
line. If it is determined that a telecommunications tower is needed, more 
details about the tower will be provided. 

The proposed substation will look similar to the substation pictured 

A typical transformer

A typical circuit breaker

A typical control building A typical telecommunications tower
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We have identified two potential route options, each with two different structure options, that could work to connect the new 
substation to the existing 942L transmission line. We would like your input on the potential routes and options to help us in our 
project planning.

AltaLink takes several factors into consideration in an effort to find routes with low overall environmental, social and economic 
effects. In addition to stakeholder input we also consider agricultural, residential, environmental impacts, visual impacts and cost. 

The potential route options are shown on the attached Detail Photo Map (DP1) and Focus Photo Maps (FP1 and FP2).

To connect the new line to the existing 942L transmission line, modifications to the existing 942L line will be required. More 
information about what these modifications may look like will be provided to you after additional  engineering is complete. 

Transmission line

ROUTE OPTIONS STRUCTURE OPTION 1 STRUCTURE OPTION 2

Route A •  Travels north and east from the Canakuwa 
Substation to 942L 

• Shown from A0 to A20 on the maps

One double circuit  
transmission line for the entire 
route

• From A0 to A5: one double circuit transmission line 
• From A5 to A20: two parallel single circuit transmission lines 

Route B •  Travels south from the Canakuwa Substation 
to 942L 

• Shown from B0 to B10 on the maps

One double circuit transmission 
line for the entire route

• From B0 to B5: one double circuit transmission line 
• From B5 to B10: two parallel single circuit transmission 

lines
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We are proposing two different structure types for the new transmission line, depending on the technical solution that is chosen.

Transmission structures

Structure height 30-40 m

Right-of-way width 

When on private property: 24-30 m
When paralleling road allowance: 
12-17 m from the edge of the road 
allowance

Distance between structures 150-250 m

Can be placed in road allowance Yes

Can be placed on private property Yes

DOUBLE CIRCUIT MONOPOLE

Structure height 25-35 m

Right-of-way width
When on private property: 55-60 m 
When one structure is straddling 
the road allowance: 30-35 m

Distance between structures 180-275 m

Can be placed in road allowance Yes

Can be placed on private property Yes

SINGLE CIRCUIT H-FRAME

DEFINITION

Circuit
A circuit is three wires. Transmission line structures can 
be single or double circuit, and this affects how much 
electricity the structure carries. Single circuit 
transmission lines have three wires strung along the 
structures. A double circuit transmission line has six 
wires and carries double the amount of electricity. 
Photos of single and double circuit structures can be 
found above. 

Right-of-way
The right-of-way is a strip of land required for the construction 
and safe operation of a transmission line. A right-of-way refers 
to the physical space a transmission line encompasses including 
areas on either side of the line. The majority of the right-of-way 
can still be used by the landowner. Buildings cannot be placed 
on the right-of-way, but can be built up to the edge of the 
right-of-way.

Easements, off right of way access and 
construction workspace

Additional temporary workspace, outside of the right-of-
way in certain areas may be required in order to access and 
construct the transmission line. The construction workspace 
is intended to be used primarily for equipment access 
during construction, including the potential stringing areas 
located behind some corner structures.

AltaLink will consult with all affected landowners regarding 
the potential requirement for construction workspace. All 
construction workspace and right of way access will be 
determined following further detailed engineering and 
construction planning for the project and will be discussed 
with landowners prior to, and during construction of the 
line. 

Where the transmission line is proposed in road allowance, 
AltaLink will require right-of-way on adjacent property for 
access to its transmission infrastructure and vegetation 
removal which will be acquired from landowners in the 
form of an easement agreement. 
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How to provide your input

PARTICIPATE IN A ONE-ON-ONE CONSULTATION

We will contact all occupants, residents and landowners who are on or 
directly adjacent to the proposed transmission line route options and 
substation site to gather input through one-on-one consultations.  

During the one-on-one process we will document the information you 
provide and respond to any questions or concerns you may have about 
the project. 

AltaLink is committed to sharing information about its projects and 
working with the public to gather and respond to stakeholder input and 
concerns. A summary of stakeholder comments will be incorporated into 
the application we submit to the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC). 

CONTACT US DIRECTLY

You can contact us by telephone, email, mail or through our website. 
Our contact information is on the back page of this newsletter.

Stakeholder input is important to us. You can provide your 
input in any of the following ways.

PRIVACY COMMITMENT

AltaLink is committed to protecting your privacy. Your personal information is collected and will be protected under 
AltaLink’s Privacy Policy and Alberta’s Personal Information Protection Act. As part of the regulatory process for new 
transmission projects, AltaLink may provide your personal information to the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC). 

For more information about how AltaLink protects your personal information, visit our website at  
www.altalink.ca/privacy or contact us directly via email at privacy@altalink.ca or phone at 1-877-267-6760.

DEFINITIONS

Facilities application
AltaLink submits Facilities Applications to 
the AUC for review. A Facilities Application 
describes how AltaLink proposes to meet 
the requirements for a transmission 
project. It includes routing details, results of 
the consultation program and technical 
details. Facilities Applications must be 
approved by the AUC before construction 
can begin.
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Notify and consult with stakeholders 
Fall 2019 to Spring 2020 

File application with Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC)
Spring 2020

Start construction if project is approved
Fall 2020

Complete construction
Summer 2021
Although we attempt to follow the anticipated project schedule it is subject to change. We will 
continue to provide you with updated schedule information if required as the project progresses.

ANTICIPATED PROJECT SCHEDULE

Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMF)
AltaLink recognizes that people have concerns about exposure to Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMF) and we take those concerns 
very seriously. Everyone in our society is exposed to EMF from many sources, including:

• power lines and other electrical facilities

• electrical appliances in your home

• building wiring

National and international organizations such as Health Canada and the World Health Organization have been conducting and 
reviewing research about EMF for more than 40 years. Based on this research, these organizations have not recommended 
the general public take steps to limit their everyday exposure to EMF from high voltage transmission lines. 

If you have any questions about  
EMF please contact us: 
visit: www.altalink.ca/emf     
email: emfdialogue@altalink.ca     
phone: 1-866-451-7817 (toll-free)

Next steps

After our consultation process is 
complete we will file a Facilities 
Application with the AUC. The AUC will 
review the application through a process 
in which stakeholders can participate.

We will notify stakeholders when we file 
the application and when the AUC has 
reached a decision about the project. To 
learn more about the AUC process and 
how you can become involved, please 
refer to the brochure included in this 
package titled Public Involvement in 
Needs or Facilities Applications.



To learn more about AltaLink’s proposed CKPC Petrochemical Facility 
Connection project, please contact:

ALTALINK 
1-877-267-1453 (toll-free)
stakeholderrelations@altalink.ca

AltaLink’s transmission system efficiently delivers electricity to 85 per 
cent of Albertans. Dedicated to meeting the growing need for electricity, 
AltaLink connects Albertans to renewable, reliable and low-cost power. 
With a commitment to community and environment, AltaLink is ensuring 
the transmission system will support Albertans’ quality of life for years to 
come. Learn more at www.altalink.ca.

To learn more about Canada Kuwait Petrochemical Corporation’s (CKPC) 
facility, please contact:

CANADA KUWAIT PETROCHEMICAL CORPORATION 
inquiries@ckpcpolymers.com

To learn more about the application and review process, 
please contact: 

ALBERTA UTILITIES COMMISSION (AUC) 
780-427-4903 (toll-free 310-0000 before the number)
utilitiesconcerns@auc.ab.ca

The Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) ensures the fair and responsible 
delivery of Alberta’s utility services. AltaLink submits applications for 
new transmission projects to the AUC and the AUC reviews them in a 
public process.

To learn more about the need for the project please contact:

ALBERTA ELECTRIC SYSTEM OPERATOR (AESO)  
1-888-866-2959 (toll-free)
stakeholder.relations@aeso.ca

The AESO is an independent, not-for-profit organization responsible for 
the safe, reliable and economic planning and operation of the provincial 
transmission grid. For more information about why this project is needed, 
please refer to the AESO’s Need Overview included with this package, or 
visit www.aeso.ca. If you have any questions or concerns about the need 
for this project or the proposed transmission development to meet the 
need you may contact the AESO directly. You can make your questions 
or concerns known to an AltaLink representative who will collect your 
personal information for the purpose of addressing your questions and/
or concerns to the AESO. This process may include disclosure of your 
personal information to the AESO.

CONTACT US 

INCLUDED IN THIS  
INFORMATION PACKAGE:
• Project maps

•  AUC brochure:
Public Involvement in Needs
or Facilities Applications

• Project maps

SUBSCRIBE TO THIS PROJECT
1. Visit altalink.ca/projects

2. Search for the project title

3. Click Subscribe to updates

LET’S TALK TRANSMISSION

www.twitter.com/altalink

www.facebook.com/ 
altalinktransmission


